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1. INTRODUCTION
Impulsive differential and integro-differential equations in Banach
w xspaces have been studied in recent years 2, 4, 5 . The monotone iterative
w xtechnique is employed successfully in 4 in proving the existence of
solutions of an initial value problem for first-order impulsive differential
w xequations. This technique and some fixed-point theory are used in 2 to
investigate the extremal solutions of first-order nonlinear impulsive inte-
gro-differential equations, where it is assumed, among other things, that
the right-hand side of the equation is monotonically increasing with
respect to the integral terms. However, this restriction has been removed
w xquite recently in 5 .
In this paper, we investigate the periodic boundary value problem
 .PBVP for a class of second-order nonlinear impulsive integro-differential
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equations of mixed type in a Banach space E:
¡ Yyx s f t , x , Tx , Sx , ;0 F t F 2p , t / t , . k
X<D x s L x t , .ts t k kk~ 1 .X <D x s u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢x 0 s x 2p , x 0 s x 2p , .  .  .  .
w x w xwhere f g C J = E = E = E, E , J s 0, 2p , 0 - t - ??? - t - ??? -1 k
 .t - 2p , L k s 1, 2, . . . , m are constants, u denotes the zero elementm k
of E, and
t 2p
Tx t s k t , s x s ds, Sx t s h t , s z s ds, 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
w x  . 4 w x <k g C D, R , D s t, s g J = J : t G s , h g C J = J, R . D x rep-ts tq q k
 .resents the jump of x t at t s t , i.e.,k
< q yD x s x t y x t , .  .ts t k kk
 q.  y.  .where x t and x t denote the right and left limits of x t at t s t ,k k k
X < X . w xrespectively, and D x has a similar meaning for x t . Let PC J, E sts tk
  .x : x is a map from J into E such that x t is continuous at t / t andk
 q. 4left continuous at t s t , and x t exists for k s 1, 2, . . . , m andk k
1w x   .PC J, E s x : x is a map from J into E such that x t is continuously
 q. X y. X q.differentiable at t / t , left continuous at t s t and x t , x t , x tk k k k k
4 w xexist, k s 1, 2, . . . , m . Evidently, PC J, E is a Banach space with norm
5 5x s sup x t . .P C
tgJ
1w xFor x g PC J, E , by virtue of the mean value theorem,
Xx t y x t y h g hco x t : t y h - t - t h ) 0 , 4 .  .  .  .k k k k
X  .it is easy to see that the left derivative x t exists andy k
X Xy1 yx t s lim h x t y x t y h s x t . .  .  .  .y k k k kqhª0
 . X . X  .In 1 and in what follows, it is understood that x t s x t . It is cleark y k
1w xthat PC J, E is a Banach space with norm
5 5 1 5 5 5 X 5 4x s max x , x .P C P C P C
X  4 1w x 2w X xLet J s J _ t , . . . , t . A map x g PC J, E l C J , E is called a solu-1 m
 .  .tion of PBVP 1 if it satisfies 1 .
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In Section 2, we establish a comparison result, and then we state and
prove the main theorem in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 offers an example
in infinite dimensional space.
2. COMPARISON RESULT
Let E be partially ordered by a cone P of E, i.e., x F y if and only if
y y x g P. P is said to be normal if there exists a positive constant N such
5 5 5 5that u F x F y implies x F N y , and P is said to be regular if x F x1 2
5 5F ??? F x F ??? F y implies x y x ª 0 as n ª ` for some x g E. Itn n
 w xis well known that the regularity of P implies the normality of P see 1 ,
.Theorem 1.2.1 .
w x  x  xIn the following, let J s 0, t , J s t , t , . . . , J s t , t , J0 1 1 1 2 my1 my1 m m
 x  4 s t , 2p , D s max t y t : k s 1, 2, . . . , m q 1 here t s 0, t sm k ky1 0 mq1
.   .  . 4   .  . 42p , and k s max k t, s : t, s g D , h s max h t, s : t, s g J = J .0 0
 . 1w x 2w X xLEMMA 1 Comparison result . Assume that p g PC J, E l C J , E
satisfies
ypY F yMp y NTp y N Sp , ; t g J , t / t ,¡ 1 k
X<D p s L p t , .ts t k kk~ 3 .X <D p G u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢p 0 s p 2p , p 0 G p 2p , .  .  .  .
 .where constants M ) 0, N G 0, N G 0, L G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . , m , and1 k
m
2 m q 1 D M q 2p k N q 2p h N L q m q 2 D F 1. .  .  .0 0 1 k 5 /
ks1
4 .
 .Then p t F u for t g J.
U  U w x.Proof. For any g g P P denotes the dual cone of P; see 1 ,
 .   .. 1w x 2w X x X .  X ..let u t s g p t . Then u g PC J, R l C J , R , u t s g p t ,
 . ..  . .  . ..  . .  .g Tp t s Tu t , g Sp t s Su t , and, by 3 ,
yuY F yMu y NTu y N Su , ; t g J , t / t ,¡ 1 k
X<Du s L u t , .ts t k kk~ 5 .X <Du G 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢u 0 s u 2p , u 0 G u 2p . .  .  .  .
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We now prove
u t F 0, ; t g J . 6 .  .
 .  .  .Suppose that 6 is not true. Then there are two cases: a u t G 0 for
U  U .  U .t g J, and there exists t g J such that u t ) 0 we may choose t / tk
 . U  U .  .and b there exist t , t# g J such that u t ) 0 and u t# - 0.
 .  . Y . X <In case a , 5 implies that u t G 0 for t / t and Du G 0ts tk k
 . X . X . X .k s 1, 2, . . . , m , hence u t is nondecreasing in J. Since u 0 G u 2p ,
X . X .  .u t must be a constant: u t ' c t g J , and therefore,
0 s yuY tU F yMu tU - 0, .  .
a contradiction.
 .In case b , let
inf u t s yl. .
tgJ
 .Then l ) 0, and there exists t# g J for some j such that u t# s yl orj
 q.  . u t s yl. We may assume that u t# s yl the proof is similar whenj
 q. .  .u t s yl . By 5 , we havej
t 2pYyu t F Ml q Nl k t , s ds q N l h t , s ds .  .  .H H1
0 0
F lM , ; t g J , t / t k s 1, 2, . . . , m , 7 .  .0 k
where
M s M q 2p k N q 2p h N . 8 .0 0 0 1
We now show that there exists t g J such that
Xu t F 0. 9 .  .
X .In fact, if u t ) 0 for all t g J, then, since
< XDu s L u t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .  .ts t k kk
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 .  .  .we see that u t is strictly increasing on J, which contradicts u 0 s u 2p .
 .Hence 9 holds. Let t g J for some i. We havei
X X Yq¡u t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  . .  .  .i i i i i
X X Yqu t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  .  .  . .i iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 i~ 10 .??? ???
X X Yqu t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  .  .  . .2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
X X Y¢u t y u 0 s u j t , 0 - j - t , .  .  .  .1 0 1 0 1
X <  .  .and so, using Du G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . , m and 7 ,ts tk
X X X Xq¡u t y u t F u t y u t F lM D , .  .  . .i i 0
X X X Xqu t y u t F u t y u t F lM D , .  .  . .iy1 i iy1 i 0~ 11 .???
X X X Xqu t y u t F u t y u t F lM D , .  .  . .1 2 1 2 0
X X¢u 0 y u t F lM D , .  .1 0
 .which implies, by adding together and observing 9 , that
X Xu 0 F u t q m q 1 lM D F m q 1 lM D . 12 .  .  .  .  .0 0
We now show that
uX t F 2 m q 1 lM D , ; t g J . 13 .  .  .0
 .In fact, let t g J , then similar to 10 , we havek
uX 2p y uX tq s uY j 2p y t , t - j - 2p , .  .  .  . .m m m m m
X X Yqu t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  .  .  . . .m my1 my1 m my1 my1 my1 m
??? ???
X X Yqu t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  .  .  . .kq2 kq1 kq1 kq2 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq2
X X Yu t y u t s u j t y t , t - j - t , .  .  .  .  .kq1 k kq1 k kq1
 .  .and so, similar to 11 and 12 , we get
uX t F uX 2p q m q 1 lM D . 14 .  .  .  .0
 .  .  . X . X .It is clear that 13 follows from 12 , 14 and the fact that u 0 G u 2p .
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Now let tU g J for some i. First assume that t# - tU. So, j F i. Wei
have
¡ U q X U Uu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .i i i i i
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .i iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 i~ ??? ???
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .jq2 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq2
X¢u t y u t# s u z t y t# , t# - z - t , . .  .  .  .jq1 j jq1 j jq1
15 .
< X .  .  .so, using Du s L u t k s 1, 2, . . . , m and 13 ,ts t k kk
¡ Uu t y u t F L q D 2 m q 1 lM D , .  .  .  .i i 0
u t y u t F L q D 2 m q 1 lM D , .  .  .  .i iy1 iy1 0~ ??? 16 .
u t y u t F L q D 2 m q 1 lM D , . .  .  .jq2 jq1 jq1 0¢u t y u t# F 2 m q 1 lM D , .  . .jq1 0
 .and, by adding together and observing u t# s yl,
i
U0-u t F yl q 2 m q 1 lM D L .  . 0 k /ksjq1
q 2 1 y j q 1 m q 1 lM D2 .  . 0
m




2 m q 1 M D L q m q 1 D ) 1, .  .0 k 5
ks1
 .which contradicts 4 .
Next assume that t# ) tU. So, j G i. We have
¡ q Xu 2p y u t s u z 2p y t , t - z - 2p , .  .  .  . .m m m m m
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . . .m my1 my1 m my1 my1 my1 m~ ??? ???
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .jq2 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq2
X¢u t y u t# s u z t y t# , t# - z - t . .  .  .  .jq1 j jq1 j jq1
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and
¡ U q X U Uu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .i i i i i
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .i iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 i~ ??? ???
Xqu t y u t s u z t y t , t - z - t , .  .  .  . .2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
X¢u t y u t s u z t , 0 - z - t , .  .  .  .1 0 1 0 1
 .  .so, similar to 16 and 17 , we can get
m
u 2p F yl q 2 m q 1 lM D L .  . 0 k /
ksjq1
q 2 m y j q 1 m q 1 lM D2 , 18 .  .  .0
and
i
U0 - u t F u 0 q 2 m q 1 lM D L .  .  . 0 k /
ks1
q 2 i q 1 m q 1 lM D2 . 19 .  .  .0
 .  .  .  .It follows from 18 , 19 and u 0 s 2 2p that
m i
1 - 2 m q 1 M D L q L .  0 k k /ksjq1 ks1
q 2 m y j q i q 2 m q 1 M D2 .  . 0
m
2F 2 m q 1 M D L q 2 m q 2 m q 1 M D , .  .  .0 k 0 /
ks1
 .which contradicts 4 .
 . U  .  .Hence 6 holds. Since g g P is arbitrary, 6 implies that p t F u for
t g J. The proof is complete.
w x  .LEMMA 2. Let s g PC J, E and M ) 0, N, N , L k s 1, 2, . . . , m be1 k
1w xconstants. If x g PC J, E is a solution of the linear impulsi¨ e integral
equation
2p
x t s G t , s s s y N Tx s y N Sx s .  .  .  .  .  .  .H 1
0
mMs
X XyM L x t q L x t ds .  . k k k k2p0-t -s ks1k
mt
X Xq L x t y L x t , 20 .  .  . k k k k2p0-t -t ks1k
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where
 .  .’ ’M syt M 2pysqt1 e q e , t F s ;G t , s s 21 .  .’  .  .2p M ’ ’M tys M 2pytqs’2 M e y 1 e q e , t ) s, .
1w x 2w X xthen x g PC J, E l C J , E and x is a solution of the following linear
impulsi¨ e PBVP:
¡ Yyx s yMx y NTx y N Sx q s t , ; t g J , t / t , .1 k
X<D x s L x t , .ts t k kk~ 22 .
<D x s u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢x 0 s x 2p , x 0 s x 2p . .  .  .  .
1w x  .Proof. Let x g PC J, E be a solution of Eq. 20 . It is clear that
< XD x s L x t , k s 1, 2, . . . , m . .  .ts t k kk
Let
s t s s t y N Tx t y N Sx t y M L xX t .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 0 k k
0-t -tk
mMt
Xq L x t . 23 .  . k k2p ks1
 .For t / t , direct differentiation of 20 givesk
1 tX  .  .’ ’M tys M 2pytqs’x t s M e y e s s ds .  . .H 1’2p M’ 02 M e y 1 .
2p  .  .’ ’ ’2p M M syt M 2pysqt’q 1 q e s t q M ye q e s s ds .  . .  .H1 1
t
m1
X’2p My 1 q e s t y L x t .  . . 1 k k5 2p ks1
1 t  .  .’ ’M tys M 2pytqss e y e s s ds . .H 1’2p M 02 e y 1 .




1 tY  .  .’ ’M tys M 2pytqs’x t s M e q e s s ds .  . .H 1’2p M 02 e y 1 .
2p  .  .’ ’ ’2p M M syt M 2pysqt’q 1 y e s t q M e q e s s ds .  . .  .H1 1
t
’2p My y1 q e s t . . 1 5
2p
s M G t , s s s ds y s t .  .  .H 1 1
0
mMt
X Xs Mx t y M L x t q L x t .  .  . k k k k2p0-t -t ks1k
Xy s t y N Tx t y N Sx t y M L x t .  .  .  .  .  .1 k k
0-t -tk
mMt
Xq L x tk . k2p ks1
s Mx t q N Tx t q N Sx t y s t , .  .  .  .  .  .1
so
yxY s yMx y NTx y N Sx q s t , ; t g J , t / t k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .  .1 k
 .and, by 24 ,
X <D x s u k s 1, 2, . . . , m . .ts tk
 .  .Moreover, from 20 and 24 it is easy to find
1 2p  .’ ’M 2pys M sx 2p s e q e s s ds s x 0 .  .  . .H 1’2p M’ 02 M e y 1 .
and
1 2pX  .’ ’M 2pys M sx 2p s e y e s s ds .  . .H 1’2p M 02 e y 1 .
m1
X Xy L x t s x 0 . .  . k k2p ks1
X1 2w x w x  .Hence x g PC J, E l C J , E and x is a solution of PBVP 22 .
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w x LEMMA 3. Let s g PC J, E and M ) 0, N G 0, N G 0, L G 0 k s1 k
.1, 2, . . . , m be constants. If
’2 2p M m m2p 1 q e .
g s Nk q N h q 2 M L q 2 L - 1 25 . 1 0 1 0 k k’  /2p M’M e y 1 . ks1 ks1
and
m m1
2g s 2p Nk q N h q 2 M L q L - 1, 26 . 2 0 1 0 k k / 2pks1 ks1
 . 1w xthen Eq. 20 has a unique solution x in PC J, E .
Proof. Define operator F by
mt2p X XFx t s G t , s s s ds q L x t y L x t , .  .  .  .  .  . H 1 k k k k2p0 0-t -t ks1k
27 .
 .  .  .where s t is defined by 23 . By 24 , we have1
m12pX X XFx t s G t , s s s ds y L x t , ; t / t , 28 .  .  .  .  .  .H t 1 k k k2p0 ks1
where
 .  .’ ’M syt M 2pysqt1 ye q e , t - s ;XG t , s s 29 .  .t ’  .  .2p M ’ ’M tys M 2pytqs2 e y 1 e y e , t ) s. .
 .  .From 21 and 29 , it is easy to see that
’2p M1 q e
max G t , s : t , s g J = J s t s 30 4 .  .  .’2p M’2 M e y 1 .
and
X 1max G t , s : t , s g J = J , t / s s . 31 4 .  .  .t 2
1w x  .  .Now, for x, y g PC J, E , 27 and 30 imply that
Fx t y Fy t .  .  .  .
5 5 5 5F 2pt 2p Nk x y y q 2p N h x y yP C P C0 1 0
m m
X X X X5 5 5 5q4p M L x y y q 2 L x y y P C P Ck k5 /  /
ks1 ks1
m M
2 15 5F 4p t Nk q N h q 2 M L q 2 L x y y ,  P C0 1 0 k k 5 /
ks1 ks1
; t g J ,
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and so,
5 5 5 5 1Fx y Fy F g x y y . 32 .P C P C1
 .  .Similarly, from 28 and 31 , we get
X X
15 5Fx y Fy F g x y y . 33 .  .  .P CP C 2
 .  .It follows from 32 and 33 that
5 5 1 5 5 1 1w xFx y Fy F g x y y , ; x , y g PC J , E , 34 .P C P C
 4  .  .where g s max g , g - 1 because of 25 and 26 . Consequently, the1 2
Banach fixed point theorem implies that F has a unique fixed point x in
1w xPC J, E , and the lemma is proved.
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Lemma 3, we ha¨e
2pt 0
15 5 5 5x F s , 35 .P C P C1 y g
 . 1w x  4where x is the unique solution of Eq. 20 in PC J, E , g s max g , g1 2
  .  ..g , g are defined by 25 , 26 and1 2
’2p M1 q e 1
t s max , . 36 .0 ’2p M 52’2 M e y 1 .
 .Proof. Setting x to be the unique solution of Eq. 20 and y s u in
 .34 , we get
5 5 1 5 5 1x y Fu F g x . 37 .P C P C
 .  .On the other hand, letting x s u in 27 and 28 , it is easy to see from
 .  .30 and 31 that
5 5 5 5Fu F 2pt sP C P C
and
X5 5 5 5Fu F p s ; . P C P C
Hence
5 5 1 5 5Fu F 2pt s . 38 .P C P C0
 .  .  .Finally, 35 follows from 37 and 38 .
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3. MAIN THEOREM
We shall prove our main theorem in this section. For convenience, let us
list the following conditions.
 . 1w x 2w X x  .  .  .H There exist u , ¨ g PC J, E l C J , E with u t F ¨ t t g J1 0 0 0 0
such that
¡ Yyu F f t , u , Tu , Su , ; t g J , t / t , .0 0 0 0 k
X<Du s L u t , .ts t0 k 0 kk~
X <Du G u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts t0 k
X X¢u 0 s u 2p , u 0 G u 2p .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
and
¡ Yy¨ F f t , ¨ , T¨ , S¨ , ; t g J , t / t , .0 0 0 0 k
X<D¨ s L ¨ t , .ts t0 k 0 kk~
X <D¨ F u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts t0 k
X X¢¨ 0 s ¨ 2p , ¨ 0 F ¨ 2p .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .i.e., u and ¨ are lower and upper solutions of PBVP 1 , respectively.0 0
 . H There exist constants M ) 0, N G 0, N G 0, and L G 0 k s2 1 k
.1, 2, . . . , m such that
f t , x , y , z y f t , x , y , z G yM x y x y N y y y y N z y z .  .  .  . . 1
 .  .  . .  . .whenever t g J, u t F x F x F ¨ t , Tu t F y F y F T¨ t , and0 0 0 0
X . .  . .Su t F z F z F S ¨ t .0 0
w x  w x  .  .  . 4Let u , ¨ s x g PC J, E : u t F x t F ¨ t for t g J . Then we0 0 0 0
are ready to prove our main result.
THEOREM 1. Let P be a regular cone and f be uniformly continuous on
 5 5 4J = B = B = B for any r ) 0, where B s x g E : x F r . Suppose thatr r r r
 .  .  .  .  .conditions H and H are satisfied and inequalities 4 , 25 , and 261 2
 4  4 1w x 2w X xhold. Then there exist monotone sequences u , ¨ ; PC J, E l C J , E¨ n
U1w xthat con¨erge in PC J, E to the minimal and maximal solutions x, x g
1w x 2w X x  . w xPC J, E l C J , E of PBVP 1 in u , ¨ respecti¨ ely.0 0
w x  .Proof. For an h g u , ¨ , consider the linear PBVP 22 with0 0
s t s f t , h t , Th t , Sh t .  .  .  .  .  . .
q Mh t q N Th t q N Sh t . 39 .  .  .  .  .  .1
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 . 1w xBy Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, PBVP 22 has a solution x g PC J, E l
2w X x  . 1w xC J , E , which is the unique solution of Eq. 20 in PC J, E . Let
w x 1w x 2w X xx s Ah. Then A is an operator from u , ¨ into PC J, E l C J , E .0 0
 .  .We show that a u F Au , A¨ F ¨ and b A is nondrecreasing in0 0 0 0
w x  .  .u , ¨ . To prove a , we set u s Au and p s u y u . From 22 and0 0 1 0 0 1
 .39 , we have
yuY s yMu y NTu y N Su¡ 1 1 1 1 1
qf t , u , Tu , Su .0 0 0
qMu q NTu q N Su , ; t g j, t s t ,0 0 1 0 k~
X<Du s L u t , .ts t1 u 1 kk
<Du s u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts t1 k
X X¢u 0 s u 2p , u 0 s u 2p , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
 .so, by H ,1
¡ Y Y Yyp s y u y u F yMp y NTp y N Sp , ; t g J , t / t , .0 1 1 k
X< < <D p s Du y Du s L p t , .ts t tst tst0 1 k kk k k~
X X X< < <D p s Du y Du G u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts t tst tst0 1k k k
X X¢p 0 s p 2p , p 0 G p 2p , .  .  .  .
 .which implies by virtue of Lemma 1 that p t F u for t g J, i.e., u F Au .0 0
 . w xSimilarly, we can show A¨ F ¨ . To prove b , let h , h g u , ¨ such0 0 1 2 0 0
that h F h and let p s w y w , where w s Ah and w s Ah . By1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .virtue of 22 , 39 and H , we have2
¡ Y Y Yyp s y w y w s yM y NT y N Sp .1 2 p p 1
y f t , h , Th , Sh .2 2 2
yf t , h , Th , Sh q M h y h .  .1 1 1 2 1
qN Th y Th q N Sh y Sh .  .2 1 1 2 1~
F yMp y NTp y N Sp , ; t g J , t / t ,1 k
X<D p s L p t , .ts t k kk
X <D p s u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢p 0 s p 2p , p 0 s p 2p . .  .  .  .
 .  .So, Lemma 1 implies that p t F u for t g J, i.e., Ah F Ah , and b is1 2
proved.
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 .  .  .Let u s Au and ¨ s A¨ n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . By a and b justn ny1 n ny1
proved, we have
u t F u t F ??? F u t F ??? F ¨ t F ??? F ¨ t F ¨ t , .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 n n 1 0
; t g J . 40 .
 .Because of the definition of u and 35 , we haven
2p
u t s G t , s s s y N Tu s y N Su s .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hn ny1 n 1 n
0
mMs
X XyM L u t q L u t ds .  . k n k k n k2p0-t -s ks1k
mt
X Xq L u t y L u t , .  . k n k k n k2p0-t -t ks1k
n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 41 .  .
where
s t s f t , u t , Tu t , Su t q Mu t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
q N Tu t q N Su t , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 42 .  .  .  .  .  .ny1 1 ny1
and
2pt 0
15 5 5 5u F s , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 43 .  .P C P Cn ny11 y g
 .Since the regularity of P implies the normality of P, we see from 40 that
 4 w xV s u : n s 0, 1, 2, . . . is a bounded set in PC J, E . It is easy to shown
that the uniform continuity of f on J = B = B = B implies the bound-r r r
 .ness of f on J = B = B = B , so, by 42 , there is a constant b ) 0 suchr r r
that
5 5s F b , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 44 .  .P Cny1
 .  .and therefore, from 43 and 44 , we get
2p T b0
15 5u F s const. n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 45 .  .P Cn 1 y g
 .  .  .  .  .It follows from 41 , 44 , and 45 that functions u t n s 1, 2, 3, . . . aren
 .  .equicontinuous in each J k s 0, 1, . . . , m . On the other hand, 40 andk
  ..  .  .   .the regularity of P imply that a V t s 0 t g J , where V t s u t : nn
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4s 0, 1, 2, . . . , and a denotes the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness
w xin E. Hence V is compact in PC J, E , and so there is a subsequence of
 4 w x  4u , which converges uniformly on t g J to some x g PC J, E . Since un n
 4is nondecreasing and P is normal, the entire sequence u convergesn
uniformly on J to x, i.e.,
5 5u y x ª 0 n ª ` . 46 .  .P Cn
 .  .From 42 and 46 , we find
5 5s y s ª 0 n ª ` , 47 .  .P Cny1
where
s t s f t , x t , Tx t , Sx t q Mx t q N Tx t q N Sx t . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . 1
48 .
 .Now 43 implies
2p T0
15 5 5 5u y u F s q s . 49 .P C P Cnqb n nqpy1 ny11 y g
 .  .  4 1w xIt follows from 47 and 49 that the sequence u converges in PC J, E ,n
1 . w xand hence, by 46 , x g PC J, E and
15 5u y x ª 0 n ª ` . 50 .  .P Cn
 .  .  .Now, observing 50 , 47 and taking limits in 41 , we obtain
2p
x t s G t , s s s y N Tx s y N Sx s .  .  .  .  .  .  .H 1
0
mMs
XyM L x t q L x t ds .  . k k k k2p0-t -s ks1k
mt
X Xq L x t y L x t , .  . k k k k2p0-t -t ks1k
1 2w x w xwhich implies by virtue of Lemma 2 that x g PC J, E l C J, E and x
 .is a solution of PBVP 1 .
5 U 5 1 UIn the same way, we can show that ¨ y x ª 0 for some x gP Cn
1w x 2w X x U  .PC J, E l C J , E and x is a solution of PBVP 1 .
1w x 2w X x  .Finally, let x g PC J, E l C J , E be any solution of BPVP 1
 .  .  .  .  .satisfying u t F x t F ¨ t for t g J. Assume that u t F x t F0 0 ny1
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 .  .  .  .  .¨ t for t g J, and set p t s u t y x t . Then, by H , we haveny1 n 2
¡ Y Y Yyp s y u y x s yMp y NTp y N Sp .n 1
y f t , x , Tx , Sx  .
yf t , u , Tu , Su .ny1 ny1 ny1
qM x y u q N Tx y Tu .  .ny1 ny1~ qN Sx y Su 4 .1 ny1
F yMp y NTp y N Sp , ; t g J , t / t ,1 k
X<D p s L p t , .ts t k kk
X <D p s u , k s 1, 2, . . . , m , .ts tk
X X¢p 0 s p 2p , p 0 s p 2p , .  .  .  .
 .  .which implies by virtue of Lemma 1 that p t F u for t g J, i.e., u t Fn
 .  .  .x t for t g J. Similarly, we can show that x t F ¨ t for t g J. Hence, byn
 .  .  .  .induction, u t F x t F ¨ t for t g J n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , which impliesn n
U .  .  .x t F x t F x t for t g J. The proof is complete.
Remark 1. The condition that P is regular will be satisfied if E is
 .  w xweakly complete reflexive, in particular and P is normal see 3 , Theo-
.rem 2.2 .
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the PBVP of infinite system for scalar nonlinear
impulsive integro-differential equations
1 1¡
Yyx s y x q xn n 2 n2 2 /100p 4n
t t yt sq e x s ds .H nq14 2  /200p n 0
21 t yt sy e x s ds .H n2  /4 01000p n q 1 .~
31 x s ds .2p ny , ;0 F t F 2p , t / p ,H35  /1 q t q s0500p n q 2 .
p
X<D x s x p , .tspn n1000
<D x s 0,tspn
X X¢x 0 s x 2p , x 0 s x 2p , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .  .  .  .n n n n
51 .
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 .Conclusion: PBVP 51 admits minimal and maximal solutions that are
w .  xcontinuously differentiable twice on 0, p j p , 2p and satisfy
1
w x0 F x t F , ; t g 0, 2p , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .n 2n
1   . ` < < 4Proof. Let E s l s x s x , . . . , x , . . . s  x - ` with norm1 n ns1 n
5 5 ` < <   . 1x s  x and P s x s x , . . . , x , . . . g l : x G 0, n sns1 n 1 n n
4 11, 2, 3, . . . . Then P is a normal cone in E. Since l is weakly complete,
 .we see from Remark 1 that P is regular. Equation 51 can be regarded as
 .  . yt s  .  .y1a PBVP of type 1 in E, where k t, s s e , h t, s s 1 q t q s ,
 .  .  .x s x , . . . , x , . . . , y s y , . . . , y , . . . , z s z , . . . , z , . . . , and f s1 n 1 n 1 n
 .f , . . . , f , . . . , in which1 n
1 1 t
f t , x , y , z s y x q x q y .n n 2 n nq12 2 4 2 /100p 4n 200p n
1 1
2 3y y y z ,n n2 34 51000p n q 1 500p n q 2 .  .
and m s 1, t s p , L s pr1000. Obviously, f is uniformly continuous1 1
w x on J = B = B = B for any r ) 0, where J s 0, 2p and B s x gr r r r
5 5 4E : x F r . Let
u t s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , ; t g J .  .0
and
1
¨ t s 1, . . . , , . . . , ; t g J . .0 2 /n
2w xThen u , ¨ g C J, E and0 0
u 0 s u 2p s uX 0 s uX 2p s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
1
¨ 0 s ¨ 2p s 1, . . . , , . . . , .  .0 0 2 /n
¨ X 0 s ¨ X 2p s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , .  .  .0 0
p p
X X< <Du s u p s D¨ s ¨ p .  .tsp tsp0 0 0 01000 1000
s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , .
X < X <Du s D¨ s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , .tsp tsp0 0
uY t s ¨Y t s 0, . . . , 0, . . . , ; t g J , .  .  .0 0
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1
f t , u , Tu , Su s ) 0, ; t g J n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .n 0 0 0 2 24000p n
1 1 1 1
f t , ¨ , T¨ , S¨ s y q .n 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 /100p 4n n 4n
t 1 t yt sq e dsH4 1 2200p n 0n q 1 .
21 1 t yt sy e dsH2 24  /n 01000p n q 1 .
31 1 ds2p
y H3 25  /1 q t q sn 0500p n q 2 .
1 2p 2p
- y q y2 2 4 2 2200p n 200p n n q 1 .
1 1
F y q s 0,2 2 2 2200p n 200p n
; t g J n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .
 .  .So, u and ¨ satisfy H . On the other hand, for t g J, u t F x F x F0 0 1 0
 .  . .  . .  . .  . .¨ t , Tu t F y F y F T¨ t , and Su t F z F z F S¨ t , we0 0 0 0 0
have
1 2p 2p
0 F x F x F , 0 F y F y F , 0 F z F z F ,n n n n n n2 2 2n n n
so
f t , x , y , z y f t , x , y , z .  .n n
1
G y x y x .n n2100p
1 1
2 2 3 3y y y y y z y z .  .n n n n2 34 51000p n q 1 500p n q 2 .  .
1 1
s y x y x y y q y y y y .  .  .n n n n n n2 24100p 1000p n q 1 .
1
2 2y z q z z q z z y z . .n n n n n n35500p n q 2 .
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1 1 4p
G y x y x y ? y y y .  .n n n n2 2 24100p n1000p n q 1 .
1 12p 2
y ? z y z .n n3 45 n500p n q 2 .
1 1 2
G y x y x y y y y y z y z , .  .  .n n n n n n2 3 3100p 1000p 2250p
; t g J n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .
 . 2 3Consequently, H is satisfied for M s 1r100p , N s 1r1000p , and2
N s 2r2250p 3. It is clear that k s h s 1, and it is easy to verify that1 0 0
 .  .  .inequalities 4 , 25 , and 26 are satisfied. Hence our conclusion follows
from Theorem 1.
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